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Fleetware®

People – cars - information



Company: Radium s.r.o.
Development and production of fleetware system

1994 Establishment
1998 Own Fleetware system
1999 On-line monitoring
2003 Real-time monitoring
2007 WEB portal services

Summary:
More than 10 000 Car Unit produced and 400 customers

Currently:
25 employee and few of partners company
Sales approx. 2 mil Euro per year
Production about 3 000 car units per year



Product: Fleetware
Specification: 
- Solution for managing and dispatching

the company’s vehicle fleet
- Enables integration to various ERP 

systems
- Adjustable performance
- Functionality and cut costs confirmed by 

many customers



Fleetware on NaviGate
Description: 
- Fleetware is integrated to electronic map viewer NaviGate 

which uses map data from NAVTEQ and regional providers
- Modular architecture: client – server, combination with WEB 

application services
- Special features: remote control, live update
- Data interface with customer’s IS (GIS, ERP, logistic and

planning software etc.)

Function:
- Dispatching management in real-time
- Communication with drivers
- Provides control of actual working modes and vehicle status







Car Position – car units for Fleetware
Specifications:
- Designed to use in vehicles and

machinery
- Several types for various use
- High sensitivity GPS receiver
- A-GPRS (advanced GPRS) data transfer 

technology
- Management for automatic data transfer
- Advanced power management
- Many inputs, outputs, COM ports, CAN 

bus
- Internal memory, Black box feature
- Wide configuration settings
- Remote control and firmware update 

over-air



Peripheral devices for Fleetware
Car Terminal
- Driver identification (Dallas chip, 

RFID)
- Entry of status, fuel purchase, 

order numbers entry
- Two-way text communication

Car Ident
- Driver identification (Dallas chip, 

RFID)
- Ride purpose

Navigation Garmin
- Sending destination from

dispatcher
- Two-way text communication



CEZ – corporate standard equipment for
car monitoring

Vehicles
- Vehicle fleet monitoring 

(Car Position Easy)
- Driver identification (Car 

Ident)
- Ride purpose selection
- 500 vehicles in Czech 

Republic, 350 vehicles in 
Romania



CEZ – corporate standard equipment for
car monitoring

Software
- Fleetware on Navigate web service
- Corporate design
- Real-time monitoring
- Log books (list of rides)
- Editing fuction
- Printouts, summaries, overviews
- Map server with extended fuction (routing, points of interest)
- SAP interface in development

Benefits
- Average cost saving approx. 20%
- Cost separation by Cost centres
- Driver and vehicle usage overview
- Complete outsourcing









Medical Emmergency, Czech Republic

Vehicles
- Real time monitoring of

all vehicles (Car Position 
RealTime)

- Vehicle status controlled
by driver (Car Terminal) 
or additional use of
navigation unit Garmin

- Monitoring of vehicle
beacons activity



Medical Emergency, Czech Republic
Software
- Server – Client architecture
- Data exchange with third party software (S.O.S. sw)
- Localization of emergency call on the map
- Visualization of nearest available vehicles
- Delivery of detailed data about emergency call straight to 

vehicle navigation unit

Benefits
- Real-time monitoring
- Perfect information about status and position of all vehicles
- Full integration of dispatching software and Fleetware
- Sending information and demands straight to navigation unit
- Significantly lowered voice communication demands
- Faster navigation to place of medical emergency







Road and Highway Administration and
Maintenance of Brno district, Czech 

Republic

Vehicles
- Real-time vehicle monitoring 

(Car Position RealTime 
Expanded)

- Monitoring of additional
machinery activity (salt/sand
sprinklers, plough etc.)

- Gathering data from additional
machinery (amount of
used/sprinkled materials, 
plough usage time)

- Fuel consumption measure
- (flowmeter, fuel level sensor)



Road and Highway Administration and Maintenance of Brno 
district, Czech Republic

Software
- Server-client architecture
- Several dispatching workplaces for many operators
- Detailed graphical visualization of current vehicle/machinery

activity (ploughing, sprinkling salt/sand/inert materials)
- Detailed replay of rides and/or machinery activities
- Many various statistical and analytical overviews and summaries

Benefits:
- Real-time monitoring helping the most efficient usage of

vehicles
- Perfect information about road maintenance and spreading
- Used material volumes overviews and statistics
- Decreasing fuel consuption, higher usage efficiency





BT Transport, Slovak Republic

Vehicles
- Real-time vehicle monitoring 

(Car Position RealTime 
Expanded)

- GPRS in roaming mode
- Full duplex text communication

via GPRS
- Consumption measurement

(flowmeter, fuel level sensor, 
CAN bus interface)



Software
- Server-client architecture
- Detailed map coverage over the Europe
- Solution for easy and optimized usage of text messages
- WEB application for customers for tracking the goods
- Corporate design
- Fuel consumption analysis

Benefits:
- Real-time information about all vehicles´ position – decreased voice

communication demands
- Explicit task settling among the drivers with confirmation of message

receiving (replaced the former SMS communication)
- Marked decreasing of payments to GSM provider
- Easier and higher utilization of vehicles

BT Transport, Slovak Republic









Thank you for your attention.


